
   
 
 
The Frankfurt Cancer Institute (FCI) is a recently founded LOEWE Center where interdisciplinary teams 
work together to elucidate molecular mechanisms of tumor pathogenesis and therapy response to 
develop innovative targeted therapies.  
The  FCI clinical translational program on „Brain cancer“ has developed a focus on immunooncology and 
is conducting cutting edge first-in human clinical trials. 
  
Currently the Frankfurt Cancer Institute is recruiting a Post doctoral scientist with a PhD/MD degree and a 
PhD student (E13 TV-G-U - 100% and 65%, respectively) to support the FCI Clinical translational program 
„Brain cancer“.  
  
The clinical Translational program entertains several immunooncology trials in glioblastoma patients 
including cellular therapies and novel therapies targeting the tumor microenvironment that are 
supported by interactive preclinical programs. Methods employed include Cell- and tissue culture, 
preclinical models, small animal MRI, Fluorescence activated cell sorting, RNA-sequencing and Multiplex- 
Immunohistochemistry followed by spatial digital analysis, among others.  
  
We are seeking highly motivated scientists, preferentially with expertise/strong interests in 
immunooncology. Candidates should have a keen interest in translational cancer research and in 
providing state-of-the-art technologies to facilitate the development of mechanism-based tumor 
therapies.  
  
Contracts are planned for 2 years with the option for extension. The position is located at Goethe 
University’s campus Niederrad.  
  
We offer a competitive salary as well as education and training opportunities. Located in Frankfurt am 
Main the FCI is situated in an open-minded metropolitan region and offers an international working 
environment, good access to public transportation and road network and a free public transport job-
ticket (in 2021). The Goethe-University also runs a day nursery, the ,,Uni-Strolche‘‘. This position is suitable 
for a full time employment or part-time employment.  
  
Applications should be submitted electronically by 30 June 2021 as one pdf file (max 20 MB) to 
career@fci.health including a letter of interest, CV, publication list, names of three references and 
certificates. The Goethe University is committed to increase the proportion of female scientists and group 
leaders and therefore particularly encourages women to apply. Severely disabled applicants with equal 
qualification and aptitude will be given preferential consideration. 
 


